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Discuss 
Discuss the following quotes. Do you agree with them? Why or why not?

“We have a bias toward hurry. Ours is a culture that values speed, efficiency and quickness. Waiting is 
bad. Getting what we want now is good… Hurry is a way of life.” 

-Alan Fadling, An Unhurried Life
 
 
“Hurry is not just a disordered schedule. Hurry is a disordered heart.”

-John Ortberg, The Life You’ve Always Wanted 
 
 
Describe Jesus – what words characterize Him? 
 (see Matthew 4:1-11, Mark 5:22-43, John 11:1-43)
 

Read 
Psalm 46:1-11
What do you learn about God, His promises & calling for His people from this Psalm?

Four questions to help us each follow Jesus today

1.  What does it mean to “Be still”?     
‘Raphah’ carries the meaning to cast down, to let fall, to be relaxed, not exerting.  In essence God is 
saying we need to leave matters with Him, to “give Him the wheel” of our lives, to be without anxiety, 
to give up control & not try to manipulate life’s circumstances...

*Read Exodus 14:13 & Isaiah 36-37 
What is God asking the people of Israel to do?  What does He promise to do?

 

 

 



 2.  Why do we need to be still - to give Jesus the wheel/control?             

• Because it is the _____________________1 of our unhurried Savior
 
• Because it is a pattern of spiritual health for God’s children
 
• Because being still ____________________2 every area of our life. 
 

3.  How do we apply this? → Identify the pressure points:

• What motivates your hurry? What is behind the anxieties of our crazy treadmill lives?
 

• Are your personal values conforming to the world’s values? If so, how?
 
 

• Acknowledge the ____________________3 of maintaining control & living a hurried life
 
 
*Relinquish control to God:        
Consider the following touch points in your life, how might you relinquish
 

 

4.  What is a realistic expectation if we __________________4 this “stillness”?

1  pattern
2  impacts
3 consequences
4 pursue

• yourself to Him

• your relationships to Him

• your ministry to Him

• your time to Him

•  your work to Him


